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Abstract: This paper describes our participation
in the resource selection task of the Federated Web
Search track at TREC 2013. We employ two general strategies, collection-centric and documentcentric, formulated in a language modeling framework. Results show that the document-centric approach delivers solid performance.
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Introduction

We address the resource selection task of the TREC 2013
Federated Web Search track: ranking a given set of search
engines in response to an input query. Sampled search results are made available for each search engine (referred to
as collections from now on). Building on prior research
in federated search, we formulate two collection ranking
strategies using a probabilistic retrieval framework based
on language modeling techniques. According to one model
(Collection-centric), each collection is represented as a term
distribution, which is estimated from all sampled documents.
Our second model (Document-centric) first ranks individual
sampled documents, then aggregates their scores to determine collection relevance. We experimented with two type
of representations for the sampled documents: snippets-only
and full-text. Finally, we considered a linear combination of
the Collection-centric and Document-centric methods.
The paper is organized as follows. We present our methods in Section 2. In Section 3 we report on our official runs
and results, followed by a post-submission analysis in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.
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Methods

We formulate the resource selection task in a generative
probabilistic framework and rank collections based on their
likelihood of containing documents relevant to an input
query, P(c|q). Instead of estimating this probability directly,
we apply Bayes’ rule and rewrite it to P(c|q) ∝ P(q|c)P(c).
Thus, the score of a collection is made up of two components: (1) query generator (P(q|c)), that is, the probability
of a query being generated by collection c; this can be interpreted as the collection’s relevance to the query; (2) collection prior (P(c)), that is, the a priori probability of se-

lecting collection c; this tells us how likely the collection
is to contain the answer to any arbitrary query. We draw
upon our prior work for estimating these components (Neumayer et al., 2012). Specifically, we consider two query
generator models, representing two main families of collection selection strategies: lexicon-based collection selection
and document-surrogate methods (Shokouhi and Si, 2011).
These two approaches also bear strong resemblance to the
expert finding models (Model 1 vs. Model 2) by Balog et al.
(2006) and to the blog feed search models (Large vs. Small
Document Models) by Elsas et al. (2008). Our collection
prior is a simple one, based on collection size.

2.1

Collection-centric Model

One of the simplest approaches to resource selection is to
treat each collection as a single, large document (Callan
et al., 1995; Si et al., 2002). Once such a pseudo-document is
generated for each collection, we can rank collections much
like documents. In a language modeling setting this ranking
is based on the probability of the collection generating the
query. Formally:
n
P(q|c) = ∏ (1 − λ)
t∈q



∑ P(t|d)P(d|c)

on(t,q)
,
+ λP(t)

d∈c

(1)
where n(t, q) is the number of times term t is present in the
query q, P(t|d) and P(t) are maximum-likelihood estimates
of the probability of observing term t given the document
and background language models, respectively, and λ is a
smoothing parameter. The background language model is
estimated form all sampled documents. We assume that all
documents are equally important within a given collection,
therefore, we set P(d|c) uniformly to 1/|c|, where |c| is the
number of (sampled) documents in collection c.

2.2

Document-centric Model

Instead of creating a direct term-based representation of collections, our second approach models and queries individual sampled documents, then aggregates their relevance estimates:
n(t,q)
P(q|c) = ∑ P(d|c) ∏ (1 − λ)P(t|d) + λP(t)
, (2)
d∈c

t∈q

where, as before, P(t|d) and P(t) and the document and
background term probabilities, λ is the smoothing parameter, and P(d|c) is the importance of the document given
the collection. Additionally, we apply a rank-based cut-off
and consider only the top N most relevant documents in the
sample index for the computation of Eq. 2. This model resembles the ReDDE collection selection algorithm (Si and
Callan, 2003), but we incorporate collection size as a prior
and not as part of the document score aggregation.

2.3

Combination of Methods

Table 1: Results for our official resource selection runs.
Run
CC DC NDCG@20 ERR@20
UiSP
P
0.276
0.020
UiSPP
S
P
0.274
0.020
UiSS
S
S
0.165
0.006

is also clear that the full-page representation performs significantly better than the snippet-only one, at least for the
Document-centric model (UiSPP vs. UiSS).

The two strategies can be combined using a simple mixture
model:
P(q|c) = βPCC (q|c) + (1 − β)PDC (q|c),

(3)

where PCC and PDC are estimated using Equations 1 and 2,
respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we set β to 0.5 in
our submitted runs, but we experiment with other settings in
Section 4.

2.4

Collection Priors

We use the number of sampled results as an approximation
of collection size. Thus, we set collection priors as follows:
P(c) =

3

|c|
.
∑c0 |c0 |

(4)

Official Runs and Results

We considered two representations: snippet-only (S) and
full-page (P). In both cases we indexed all the “visible” content. We applied only standard preprocessing steps.
We submitted three runs, all of which were automatic. All
runs employ collection priors. The smoothing parameter λ
is set to 0.1.
UiSP Document-centric model based on the full page content. The relevance cut-off parameter N is set to 200.
This value was chosen based on some preliminary experiments we performed on the FedWeb 2012 test collection (Nguyen et al., 2012).
UiSPP Linear combination of the Document-centric and
Collection-centric models.
The Document-centric
model corresponds to the UiSP run; the Collectioncentric model uses a snippet-only representation.
UiSS Linear combination of the Document-centric and
Collection-centric models, where both use a snippetonly representation.
Table 1 displays the results. We find that the Documentcentric model performs best among our submitted runs.
Combining it with the Collection-centric model does not
bring in any further improvements (UiSP vs. UiSPP). It

4

Analysis

This section reports on post-submission experiments we performed to analyze the effects of various parameter settings.
First, we vary the value of the rank-based cut-off parameter for our best performing method, that is, the Documentcentric model based on full page content. Figure 1 displays
the NDCG@20 scores (mind the logarithmic scale on the xaxis). We observe that the plot has two peaks; the global
maximum is reached as early as 10 retrieved documents
(0.308), and there is a second peak that tops at N = 300
(0.285). We find N = 10 remarkable for two reasons. First, it
suggests that one does not need to go beyond the first result
page for effective resource selection (which also simplifies
matters considerably, e.g., in terms of efficiency). Second,
our document ranking method is admittedly a simple one.
We hypothesize that using a more advanced document ranking approach would bring in further improvements.
Next, we compare the performance of these two settings,
N = 10 vs. N = 300, on the level of individual topics. We
can see on Figure 2 that it is topic-dependent which of the
two settings is better, i.e., some topics do benefit from considering more documents while others are hurt by that. One
interesting question for further investigation is to understand
why certain topics require more documents to be looked at
and whether these topics can be identified automatically.
Finally, we wish to know whether the Collection-centric
model can in principle add anything on top of the (best performing) Document-centric model. Therefore, we perform
a sweep on the linear mixture parameter β (in Eq. 3) from
0 to 1 in 0.1 steps. The results are shown on Figure 3.
The leftmost point on the plot (β = 0) corresponds to using
the Document-centric model only, while the rightmost point
(β = 1) corresponds to relying on the Collection-centric
model only. It is clear that the combination always deteriorates the performance of the Document-centric model, no
matter how low the weight on the Collection-centric model
is. Note that the Collection-centric model uses a snippetonly representation. It is left to future work to test whether
this finding holds if collection language models are estimated based on the full document content.
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Figure 1: The effect of varying the rank-based cut-off parameter on the Document-centric model using full-page representation.
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Figure 3: The effect of varying the mixture weight β.
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Figure 2: Topic-level differences for the Document-centric
model for N = 10 vs. N = 300. Each bar represents a topic;
positive values indicate better performance by the N = 10
setting, negative values indicate better performance by the
N = 300 setting.
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Conclusions

We described our participation in the TREC 2013 Federated
Web Search track. Building on our earlier work (Neumayer
et al., 2012) we employed two different approaches based
on language modeling techniques to the resource selection
task. Initial results suggest that our Document-centric model
provides a competitive baseline.
Understanding the impact of the underlying document
ranking and applying rank-based cut-offs in a topic-specific
manner offer interesting opportunities for future work.
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